What’s That Sound?

What sound does each of the following animals make?

- a cat ____________________________
- a duck____________________________
- a dog ____________________________
- a sheep __________________________
- a horse __________________________
- a snake __________________________

What sound does each of the following objects make?

- a train __________________________
- the ocean _________________________
- a balloon _________________________
- a door ___________________________
- the wind __________________________
- thunder __________________________

What sounds would you hear if you were . . .

- at a football game? ______________________
- trick-or-treating? ______________________
- bowling? ____________________________
- toasting a piece of bread? ______________
- blowing a bubble with bubble gum? _________
- emptying a dishwasher? ________________
- listening to a thunderstorm? ____________
- watching fireworks? __________________
- waking up? __________________________
- running to answer a ringing phone? _______
- hitting a home run? __________________
Onomatopoeic Words

Use the following list to help you use onomatopoeic words in your poems.

- bang
- beep
- blink
- boom
- bow wow
- buzz
- chirp
- chug
- clang
- clap
- clatter
- click
- cluck
- cough
- crack
- crackle
- crash
- creak
- crunch
- cuckoo
- ding dong
- drip
- fizz
- flip flop
- glug
- grate
- grind
- gurgle
- hiss
- honk
- hum
- meow
- moan
- moo

- muffle
- munch
- murmur
- muzzle
- ping
- plop
- quack
- rattle
- ring
- rip
- roar
- rustle
- shuffle
- sizzle
- slam
- slap
- slurp
- smack
- snag
- snap
- splash
- squeak
- squeal
- squish
- swish
- tap
- thump
- tic tock
- warble
- whack
- whisk
- whisper
- yawn
- zoom